Awarded to:

LEONHARD NILSEN & SØNNER AS

Company Registration number: 937 843 771

Achilles Utilities Nordics & Central Europe hereby confirms that LEONHARD NILSEN & SØNNER AS is now fully registered as a supplier in Achilles Nordics & Central Europe Pre-Qualification System for the products/service codes listed in the appendix.

Supplier Id: 100439
Issued Date: 13/08/2020
Expiry Date: 01/08/2021

Anja Thorsdalen
European Operations Manager
Achilles Information Limited

Klaus Kræmer
Head of Utilities, Nordics & Central Europe
Achilles Information Limited

The participating utilities may use UNCE as the basis for preparation of bidder lists directly or together with additional qualification criteria established by the individual utility. Other qualification stages may be added by the individual utility if more information is found necessary to complete the preparation of bidders lists.
has registered the following products and services in the Achilles Utilities Nordics & Central Europe Community:

- 2.9.9 Road Construction & Surfacing Services
- 4.1.6 Reservoir/Dam/Weir/Lock
- 4.1.7 Tunnelling & Shafts
- 4.1.40 Harbour & Marine Engineering Works
- 4.1.54 Trenches Construction Work
- 4.2.19 Underground Cable Laying - Below 1kV
- 4.2.23 Underground Cable Laying - 200kV & Above

(*) The UNCE qualification does not apply to codes marked with an asterisk. The company’s role is ‘Agent’ for these codes, and as such it is not selling the product itself but acting on behalf of others.